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Abstract: Determining the event type is one of the main tasks of event extraction (EE). The announce-
ment news released by listed companies contains a wide range of information, and it is a challenge to
determine the event types. Some fine-grained event type frameworks have been built from financial
news or stock announcement news by domain experts manually or by clustering, ontology or other
methods. However, we think there are still some improvements to be made based on the existing
results. For example, a legal category has been created in previous studies, which considers violations
of company rules and violations of the law the same thing. However, the penalties they face and the
expectations they bring to investors are different, so it is more reasonable to consider them different
types. In order to more finely classify the event type of stock announcement news, this paper proposes
a two-step method. First, the candidate event trigger words and co-occurrence words satisfying the
support value are extracted, and they are arranged in the order of common expressions through the
algorithm. Then, the final event types are determined using three proposed criteria. Based on the
real data of the Chinese stock market, this paper constructs 54 event types (p = 0.927, f = 0.946), and
some reasonable and valuable types have not been discussed in previous studies. Finally, based on
the unilateral trading policy of the Chinese stock market, we screened out some event types that may
not be valuable to investors.

Keywords: event extraction; event type; event trigger words; stock announcement news; stock return

1. Introduction

Much empirical research has shown that news events have important impacts on
the stock market. According to Yin’s classification standard [1], news can be divided into
specific news and general news. Specific news refers to news stories where the affected stock
entities are clearly specified in the news text, while general news refers to stories where
they are not. Specific news usually involves announcements about stocks. General news
includes industry news, policy news, microeconomic news and so on. When analyzing the
impact of general news on the stock market, we first need to determine the stock entities
that may be affected by such news. Due to the different processing methods for the two
kinds of news, this paper only focuses on stock announcement news, which can reflect
the recent development of a listed company. It can assist investors in making decisions
and can be used in stock return predictions. Determining the event type is one of the main
tasks of event extraction. The announcement news covers all aspects of information about
listed companies, so it is a challenge to build a maturity event type framework from stock
announcement news.

To date, there is no unified classification framework or standard for the news announce-
ments regarding the Chinese stock market. Therefore, the existing research has constructed
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various event type frameworks using expert domain knowledge and experience [2], cluster-
ing [3], ontology [4], and other methods [5]. Some studies have implemented a fine-grained
event type framework. Following an analysis of the existing studies, we believe that there
is still room for improvement. The existing methods usually focus on the event types that
occur more frequently or are generally considered important. Some low-frequency event
types are usually neglected, and some event types can be further subdivided. For example,
an event type called legal has been constructed in many studies, which regards violations
of company policy and violations of the law as being the same. However, the two will
receive different penalties, resulting in different expected impacts on investors. Therefore,
we think it is more reasonable to regard the two as different event types.

Inspired by the “IDA-CLUSTERING + HUMAN-IDENTIFICATION” strategy [6], we
propose a two-step method to divide stock announcement news into more detailed types.
Event trigger words play an important role in the event type, which are usually verbs.
By combining these with the conventional expressions of a certain kind of announcement
news, we can extract expressions from an announcement news set containing event trigger
words. In order to take into account the industry characteristics and event emotional
tendency, we propose three event type judgment criteria to determine the final event type.
The experimental results of real data on the Chinese stock market show that the event type
framework constructed in this paper is reasonable and consistent with people’s cognition.
Compared with the existing related research results, our method finds some reasonable
and valuable event types that have not been discussed yet. Our work enriches the existing
research, and the results will help investors.

After extracting all kinds of announcement news events, we did not choose to conduct
the stock prediction work in the traditional way. This is due to the fact that we think it is
inappropriate to rely solely on announcement news for prediction without considering
other types of news such as industry news, financial news and so on. Instead, considering
the unilateral trading policy in the Chinese stock market, we screened out some event types
that are not valuable to investors.

2. Related Research

Event extraction is a typical task in the field of NLP that has been widely studied in
the past. Due to the subject of this paper, we focus on event extraction methods in the
economic domain. The ACE event typology “business”, which has four subtypes (Start-org,
Merge-org, Declare-bankruptcy, and End-org), is relevant to the economic domain. The
ACE event type definition does not meet our requirements. Therefore, researchers have pro-
posed various methods to categorize types of financial events according to actual situations.

Fung et al. [7] classified financial news into two simple types of events: stimulating
stock rise and stimulating stock fall. Wong et al. [8] carried out similar work, which used a
method based on feature words and template rules to identify three types of stock opinion
events (rising, stable and falling). Du et al. [9] proposed a PULS business intelligence system,
which detected 15 event types pre-categorized as “positive” or “negative”. Chen et al. [10]
proposed a fine-grained event extraction method and applied it to the stock price prediction
model. Firstly, a professional financial event dictionary (TFED) was constructed manually
by experts. The event type, event trigger word and event role were determined by the
dictionary, and the event was extracted using the template rules. The abovementioned
research did not separate stock announcement news from financial news, opting instead
to combine the two. Events are classified and used as inputs for the prediction model, so
the classification is usually rough. Liu [11] proposed a method for discovering financial
events that affect stock movements. Firstly, 13 types of financial events were manually
determined according to the industry characters; then, the keywords in the constructed
financial ontology were used to annotate the text. Liu’s work classified financial news
according to industry characteristics, and the types of construction are biased towards
industry news.
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The Stock Sonar project expert-created event typology identified eight event types:
“Legal”, “Analyst Recommendation”, “Financial”, “Stock Price Change”, “Deals”, “Mergers
and Acquisitions”, “Partnerships”, “Product”, and “Employment” [12]. The author focused
on the event types in stock announcement news, but the number of designed event types
are small and the coverage is not wide. He [13] constructed a stock market theme event case
base through ontology. The theme event types included financial policy events, monetary
policy events and market rule adjustment with multiple subtypes. The subject event was
defined in triple (event description, market description, event result). It can be seen from
the construction types that the author focuses on three types of macroeconomic events
and did not focus on the stock announcement news. Wang [14] constructed a corpus of
2500 news texts that were manually divided into two categories and six sub-categories.
Then, based on semantic, grammatical and syntactic features, the SVM method was used to
identify event types. Chen [15] implemented an event extraction system in the financial
field. Firstly, the system manually determined eight event types and selected seed event
sentences for each event type. Then, the seed event trigger words were extracted using
verb object relationship and subject predicate relationship and were extended by word2vec
to obtain the event trigger word dictionary. Han et al. [16] proposed a method for event
extraction in the business field by combining machine learning and template rules. Firstly,
a business event type framework was defined manually, in which business events were
divided into 8 categories and 16 sub-categories, and a small number of event triggers
were constructed. Then, the trigger word dictionary was extended via word embedding
to identify event types through multiple classification models combined with the trigger
word dictionary. References [14–16] manually classified the event type from the financial
news while paying close attention to the design of the event recognition model. Boudoukh
et al. [17] identified 18 event categories based on Capital-IQ types and a cross-section
of academics.

Arenarenarenko et al. [18] proposed an event extraction system named BEECON
(Business Events Extractor Component based on the ONtology) for business intelligence.
The system can identify 11 types and 41 sub-types of business events from news texts using
template rules. The experimental results verified that the system had high accuracy (95%).
Although the author built a rich and fine-grained event type framework, which includes
some news on the stock market, he focused on the events in the business domain, and
the coverage of stock announcement news event types was not comprehensive enough.
Zhang [19] proposed an event-driven stock recommendation model. The financial events
are manually classified into 12 categories and 30 sub-categories. The fine-grained event
type framework constructed by the author was all centered around stock announcement
news. It covered most of the events in the announcement news, but also ignored some
low-frequency event types, such as winning bid events. In addition, as we mentioned
earlier, some event types can be further subdivided. In terms of event recognition, the
author’s accuracy on the domain data set (67.3%) was much lower than the method that
used template rules in [18] (95%). The template rules method can usually achieve high
precision but requires much energy and expert experience. Some researchers consider
automatic template rule generation and use a small amount of training corpus and seed
templates through weak supervision, bootstrapping or other methods to automatically
generate more templates [20].

Zhou [21] implemented a financial event extraction system based on deep learning. In
the system, experts manually divided types of financial events (4 categories and 34 sub-
categories) and built two kinds of relationships tables between financial entities (personnel
to enterprise, enterprise to enterprise). The author constructed a detailed event type
framework around stock announcement news. From the classification of the first layer
types, the coverage was not wide (far less so than that of [19]). However, the author
divided the sub-types in a very detailed way, which is better than the divisions used in [19].
Wang et al. [22] proposed a bond event element extraction method based on CRF. The
event element framework was manually predefined and included bond event type and
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an event element list. Ding et al. [23] proposed a method to extract events from financial
reports. Due to the standard writing of the financial report text, it takes the titles at all
levels as the event category and the paragraphs under the title as the extraction unit. The
author constructs event types according to the characteristics of financial reports, and the
method is not suitable for stock announcement news. Wu [20] used the improved TFIDF
algorithm to calculate the weight of text eigenvalues, then clustered the text using the
K-means method. Finally, the most appropriate K = 13 value was selected by listing. The
13 event types included: issuance, dividend, event prompt, pledge, performance notice,
suspension and resumption of trading, fund-raising, increase or decrease of holdings,
financial report, investment in subsidiaries, abnormal fluctuation, asset reorganization and
change registration. The author used the clustering method to construct event types from
stock news. Although some event types could be found, some event types, especially those
with low frequency, are easily ignored.

The event study method is also widely used by researchers to analyze the impact of
news events on the Chinese stock market, which was initiated by Ball and Brown (1968)
and Fama et al. (1969). It is essentially a statistical analysis method. The basic idea of the
event study method is to select a certain type of specific event according to the research
purpose, calculate the abnormal return index in the event window period, and then explain
the impact of specific events on the change in sample stock price and return. There have
been many achievements in the research on the Chinese stock market involving many types
of stock announcement news events, such as monetary policy, industry related policies,
epidemic situations, explosion accidents, earthquakes, avian influenza, the Shenzhou
spacecraft launch, negative reputations, food safety accidents, environmental pollution,
performance forecast events, corporate mergers and acquisitions, the lifting of stock bans
and so on [24–26]. Besides stock markets, news event study also plays an important role in
commodity markets [27,28].

3. Proposed Method
3.1. Extracting Event Trigger Words

Event trigger words are key words that help us to identify event types, which are
usually verbs. Firstly, this paper proposes an algorithm and a support calculation formula,
which takes all stock announcement news texts as the input, extracts all verbs from the
text, marks the emotional polarity according to the emotional dictionary, takes the verb
as a candidate event trigger word and takes the announcement news containing the verb
as a class. Then it calculates the support between the other words and the verb, takes the
other words that meet the threshold as collocations and judges the word order between
collocations. Finally, it extracts candidate event trigger words and co-occurrence words
and arranges them in the order of common expressions. It can be described as Algorithm 1:

The function of Formula (1) involves calculating the support between words and the
verb, where CountB() represents the number of times the word appears before the verb, and
CountA() stands for the opposite. If the absolute value of Formula (1) exceeds the threshold,
this means that it is a conventional expression with a verb in the announcement news. If
the result is positive, it means the word is usually in front of the verb. If the probability of a
word appearing before and after the verb is close, it means that the word has no value in
the representation of the event type.

Support(wi, wt) =
CountB(wi, wt)

Count(wt)
− CountA(wi, wt)

Count(wt)
(1)
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Algorithm 1: Extract Candidate Trigger Words and Collocations from Announcement News

1. Input: Announcement news text set C
2. Output: event trigger words and collocation sequence set E
3. #Text preprocessing, put all verbs into set V, and judge the emotional polarity of verbs
4. For text in C
5. wlist1 = Segment(text)
6. wlist2 = NotStopWord(word1)
7. Postagger(wlist2)
8. if Postagger[word in wlist2] = Verb
9. add word in V
10. SentimentTag(V)
11. #From the announcement news set Ci containing verb Vi, judge the best position of other words,

trigger words and the best order between other words according to word co-occurrence, and calculate
the support

12. For word in Ci
13. beforeValueocc = Count(word, vi)/Count(Ci)
14. afterValueocc = Count(vi, word)/Count(Ci)
15. if beforeValueocc > afterValueocc and beforeValueocc > thred1
16. add word in listbfi
17. else if afterValueocc > thred1
18. add word in listafi
19. Add first word from listbfi, listafi in Ebefore and Eafter
20. For every word as w1 in listbfi
21. For every word as w2 in Ebefore
22. if Count(w1, w2) > Count(w2,w1)
23. add w1 in Ebefore and put w1 before w2
24. else
25. for next w2
26. if w1 not in Ebefore
27. // If a word is not placed before the sorted word, it is placed in the last position
28. add w1 in Ebefore and put in the last location.
29. Judge the position of words in listafi as shown above
30. Connect the words in ebefore and eafter in order to form vlist
31. if exist (beforeValueocc or afterValueocc)>thred2
32. put vList in E
33. else if Sentiment(vi) > 0
34. put vList in E
35. END

3.2. Three Classification Criteria

Based on the results of the above Algorithm 1, this paper puts forward three criteria
to judge whether it constitutes the final event type from the perspective of data mining.
The purpose of the three criteria is to select regular announcement news from the stock
announcement news set containing verbs and construct it into a type. When constructing
the event type of stock announcement news, the event extraction template is determined
according to the criteria. The three criteria are as follows:

(1) For verbs without emotional polarity, if there is a collocation with more than
0.95 support around the verb, combine the collocation with the verb as the event trigger
words. For example, there is a collocation of “扩股/capital increase (0.99)” to the left of
the verb “增资/share expansion”, so “增资扩股/capital increase and share expansion” is
used as the event trigger words. If the event trigger word itself contains independent type
information, it is determined as a type of event, and the event trigger word is directly used
as the extraction template. If the event trigger word does not constitute independent type
information, the collocation words whose support exceeds the threshold and the event
trigger words are constructed as a type of event. The form of word combination is used as
the event extraction template.
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We take the “垃圾焚烧/garbage burn” event as an example to illustrate the advantages
of the classification method. Firstly, through the algorithm, the output results about the
verb “焚烧/burn” are as follows:

[中标/winning the bid (0.38)-环保/environmental protection (0.54)-生活/domestic
(0.61)-垃圾/garbage (0.93)-焚烧焚烧焚烧/burn-发电/power generation (0.90)-项目/project (0.93)-投
资/investment (0.45)-建设/construction (0.24)-处理/treatment (0.32)]

Since there is no combinatorial collocation around the word “焚烧/burn”, the word
“burn” itself is used as an event trigger word, and the word itself does not constitute
independent type information. Therefore, the type is constructed together with the collo-
cation whose support exceeds the threshold, which forms the “garbage burn” event. The
extraction template is:

[ . . . ]垃圾/garbage [ . . . ]焚烧/burn [ . . . ]发电/power generation [ . . . ]项目/project
[ . . . ]

Through the event extraction template, the announcement news events related to
environmental protection can be screened out from the meaningless stock announcement
news containing “burn”. For example, announcement news 3 (shown below) can be
excluded.

公告新闻3：辉丰股份(002496)公告, 子公司华通化学收到环保局出具行政处罚决定
书，要求对吡氟酰草胺项目责令限期改正，对RTO废气焚烧装置责令立即停止建设。

NEWS 3: (SZ002496) announced that Huatong Chemical, a subsidiary company,
received the decision of administrative punishment issued by the Environmental Protection
Bureau, demanding it to order the correction within a time limit for the pyruvic oxalamide
project and order the construction of RTO waste gas burn unit to stop immediately.

At the same time, the advantages of the event extraction template compared with the
word similarity calculation method and clustering method can be seen in announcements 4
and 5.

公告新闻4：绿色动力(601330)11月28日晚间公告，公司成为葫芦岛东部垃圾焚烧发电
综合处理厂生活垃圾焚烧发电项目的社会资本合作方，项目估算总投资不超过6.3亿元。

NEWS 4: (SH601330) announced on the evening of November 28 that the company
has become a social capital partner of the domestic garbage burn power generation project
of the waste incineration power generation comprehensive treatment plant in the east of
Huludao, with an estimated total investment of no more than 630 million yuan.

公告新闻5：城发环境(000885)9月26日晚间公告，公司为宜阳县生活垃圾焚烧发电项
目的中标人，项目总投资3.60亿元，项目合作期30年，含2年建设期。

News 5: (SZ000885) announced on the evening of September 26 that the company is
the bid winner of Yiyang domestic garbage burn power generation project, with a total
investment of 360 million yuan and a cooperation period of 30 years, including a two-year
construction period.

(2) If the verb or the collocation around the verb is combined to form an industry
characteristic word, the verb or the combined words are used as the event trigger words,
and the event trigger words are used as the event extraction template. Taking the “评
价/evaluate” verb as an example, the output of the algorithm is:

仿制/Imitation (0.50)-药/medical (0.76)-药品/drug (0.41)-制药/Pharmaceutical (0.57)-
通过/pass (0.67)-收到/receive (0.33)-一致性/consistency (0.78)-评价/Evaluate

The word “evaluate” itself does not constitute event type information, but it becomes
a word with the characteristics of the pharmaceutical industry after being combined with
the collocation word “consistency”. The introduction of “consistency evaluate” in Baidu
Encyclopedia is as follows:

“Drug consistency evaluation” is a drug quality requirement in the 12th Five
Year Plan for national drug safety, that is, the state requires that the imitated
drugs should be consistent with the quality and efficacy of the original drugs.
Specifically, it is required that the impurity spectrum is consistent, the stability is
consistent, and the dissolution law in vivo and in vitro is consistent.
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(3) The verbs with emotional polarity are screened, the words with clear semantics are
retained as event trigger words and the event recognition template is constructed according
to the trigger words. For example, emotional words such as “支持/support,通过/pass
and指导/guide” are filtered out, and words such as “犯罪/crime” and “违纪/violation of
discipline” are retained.

3.3. Event Types of Chinese Stock Announcement News

We used data on Chinese stock announcements collected from the EASTMONEY
website (https://www.eastmoney.com/ (accessed on 21 April 2020)) from March 2015 to
December 2019. A total of 59 types of events were constructed using the proposed method.
After sorting and merging, 54 types of events were finally obtained. The types of events
can also be optimized by evolutionary algorithms [29,30]. Table 1 shows the “put into
production” event type as an example.

Table 1. “投产/Put into production” event.

Event Type: “投产投产投产/Put into Production”

Event trigger word: 投产/Put into production

Words matching list extracted by the
algorithm

期/Phase (0.33)-项目/Project (0.75)-建成/completed
(0.23)-投产/put into operation

Event identification template: [ . . . ]投产/Put into production [ . . . ]

Event example:
(SZ000952): The VB2 production line of the industrial

park will be officially put into production, and the
performance is expected to achieve restorative growth.

The processing flow of our model is shown in Figure 1.
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4. Experimental Verification
4.1. Data Description

The main problem faced by experiments on event extraction methods in a specific
domain is a lack of a unified corpus and type division standards. Existing studies generally
label the experimental data manually and then verify the event extraction method on the

https://www.eastmoney.com/
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labeled data set. The purpose of this section is to verify whether the classification of event
types in the stock announcement news proposed by this paper is reasonable. Therefore,
we first build the evaluation dataset and randomly select 60 stock announcements for
each type of event, of which 30 meet the event identification template (the actual number
shall prevail if less than 30). If the event identification template is in the form of a word
combination, then the remaining announcement news is extracted from the announcement
news that contains event trigger words but does not meet the identification template. For
example, the announcement news that contains the word “焚烧/burn” is selected from the
garbage burn event. If the recognition template is in the form of non-compound words,
it will be randomly selected from other announcements. Finally, each evaluation sample
contains 54 × 60 = 3240 announcements.

We select five teachers from Southwest University of Political Science and Law who
hold doctoral degrees or a vice senior academic title and have more than three years of
practical experience in the stock market as the evaluators. A random evaluation sample
is generated for each evaluator. In the evaluation sample, an example announcement is
provided for each type of event. The evaluator marks the announcement news similar to
the example as 1 and those not similar as 0.

4.2. Evaluation Results

In this paper, the precision p, recall R and F values are used to calculate the results
of five evaluation samples, and then the average value is taken as the final experimental
result. The formal definitions of p, R, and F are as follows:

p =

The number o f announcements that the evaluators consider
consistent with the method in this paper

The number o f announcements o f this event type
identi f ied in this paper

(2)

R =

The number o f announcements that the evaluators consider
consistent with the method in this paper

The number o f announcements o f this event type
maked as 1 by the evalutor

(3)

F =
2PR

(P + R)
(4)

The final experimental results are shown in Table 2.
From the overall results, all event types identified have an average p value of 0.927, R

value of 0.969 and F value of 0.946, which shows that the type of announcements constructed
in this paper is reasonable. From the individual point of view, the p value of some event
types is poor, far lower than the average value. Through discussions with the evaluators,
we found that the reasons are as follows:

1. The average p value of “signing” is 0.796, which is far lower than the average since one
of the legal professional evaluators believes that there is a semantic difference between
the word “签署” and the word “签订”, although the two meanings are very similar.

2. The average p value of the “profit” event is 0.743, which is much lower than the
average since the specific information about the “profit” event is described in detail
in the sample text. Announcements that do not describe the specific information of
profit in detail shifted the focus of the evaluators.

3. The average p value of “impairment” is 0.752, which is much lower than the average
value. The reason is that the sample text describes the event of “asset impairment”.
The evaluators exclude the remaining “goodwill impairment” and “accrued (exclud-
ing asset) impairment” from the type, so the p value is low.

4. The average p value of “planning” is 0.759, which is much lower than the average
since the example text contains the word “major event” in addition to the planning
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trigger word. The evaluators believe that “major events” play an important role in
representing the planned events, so they marked the evaluation text without “major
events” as different.

Table 2. Experimental results of event types.

ID Event Type p R F

1 “垃圾焚烧”事件/garbage burn 0.977 0.95 0.963

2 “增资扩股”事件/Capital increase and share expansion 0.903 0.920 0.912

3 “业绩预告”事件/Performance forecast 0.910 0.947 0.928

4 “责令改正”事件/Order to correct 0.936 1.000 0.967

5 “权益分派”事件/Equity distribution 1.000 0.952 0.975

6 “股票解禁”事件/lifting the ban on stocks 0.901 1.000 0.948

7 “到期失效”事件/Expiration 1.000 0.988 0.994

8 “不确定性”事件/Uncertain 0.957 0.989 0.972

9 “届满”事件/Expiration 0.879 0.944 0.911

10 “可转换债券”事件/Convertible bond 0.925 0.966 0.945

11 “补助”事件/Subsidy 0.935 0.974 0.955

12 “犯罪”事件/Crime 0.917 0.927 0.922

13 “辞职”事件/Resignation 0.962 0.989 0.975

14 “一致性评价”事件/Consistency evaluation 0.871 1.000 0.931

15 “侦查”事件/Investigation incident 1.000 0.933 0.966

16 “违纪”事件/Violation of discipline 0.897 0.977 0.935

17 “行政处罚”事件/Administrative punishment 0.946 0.891 0.918

18 “拨付款”事件/Payment allocation 0.879 1.000 0.935

19 “投产”事件/Put into production 0.871 0.989 0.926

20 “拘留”事件/Detention 1.000 1.000 1.000

21 “盈利”事件/Profit 0.743 0.909 0.818

22 “预增”事件/Pre increase 0.978 0.940 0.959

23 “改制”事件/Restructuring 1.000 1.000 1.000

24 “减值”事件/Devaluation 0.752 0.989 0.854

25 “减持”事件/Reduction 0.968 0.968 0.968

26 “建成”事件/Completion 0.853 1.000 0.921

27 “清仓”事件/Clearance 0.849 0.939 0.892

28 “吞吐量”事件/Throughput 1.000 1.000 1.000

29 “预中标”事件/Pre bid winning 1.000 1.000 1.000

30 “转增股”事件/Conversion to share capital 0.827 0.990 0.901

31 “中标”事件/Winning the bid 1.000 1.000 1.000

32 “吸收合并”事件/Absorb merge 0.957 0.937 0.947

33 “扩建”事件/Expansion 0.882 0.978 0.927
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Table 2. Cont.

ID Event Type p R F

34 “诉讼”事件/Litigation 0.957 1.000 0.978

35 “发起设立”事件/Initiate establishment 0.875 0.893 0.884

36 “投建”事件/Investment and construction 0.978 0.989 0.984

37 “罢免”事件/Recall 0.967 1.000 0.983

38 “药品临床”事件/Drug clinical 0.817 1.000 0.899

39 “筹划”事件/Planning 0.759 0.908 0.827

40 “并购”事件/Merger and acquisition 0.925 0.976 0.950

41 “转让”事件/Transfer 0.829 0.823 0.826

42 “净利”事件/Net profit 1.000 0.979 0.989

43 “补贴”事件/Subsidy 0.913 1.000 0.955

44 “收购”事件/Acquisition 0.968 0.958 0.963

45 “增持”事件/Overweight 0.989 0.924 0.956

46 “质押”事件/Pledge 0.989 0.969 0.979

47 “罚款”事件/Fine 0.975 1.000 0.988

48 “违法”事件/Illegal 0.914 1.000 0.955

49 “冻结”事件/Freeze 1.000 1.000 1.000

50 “签署签订”事件/Signing 0.796 1.000 0.886

51 “回购”事件/Repurchase 0.978 0.989 0.984

52 “出售”事件/Sale 1.000 0.990 0.995

53 “设立公司”事件/Establishment of company 0.925 0.943 0.934

54 “股票激励”事件/Stock incentive 0.968 0.949 0.959

Total 0.927 0.969 0.946

4.3. Comparison to Existing Results

At present, there have been few studies focusing on event extraction from stock an-
nouncements [12,19,21], and more studies are focusing on event extraction from financial
news. We select some representative related studies and list them in Table 3 for comparison.
We roughly divide the methods of generating the event type framework into two categories:
full-manual and semi-manual. Full-manual means that the event type framework is com-
pletely determined by domain experts; semi-manual means a combination of some model
or algorithm and manual identification.

Due to a lack of a unified event type standard and framework for stock announcements,
we cannot compare our work with the existing related studies with numerical indicators.
Based on the fact that we have built a fine-grained event type framework, we mainly
compare our work with [18,19,21].

The model proposed in [18] identifies 11 types and 41 sub-types of events from the
business domain. The p value is 0.95, and the F value is 0.79. References [19,21] both use full-
manual methods to determine the event types, and both focus on the stock announcement
news. The event type framework in [19] includes 12 types and 30 sub-types of events.
Reference [21] includes 4 types and 34 sub-types of events. The p value in [19] is 0.673, and
the F1 value is 0.60. The p value in [21] is 0.967, and the F value is missing in the paper.
The p value of our work is 0.927, which is lower than those of [18,21] but higher than that
of [19]. The F value of our work is 0.946, higher than [18,19].
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Table 3. The results of related studies.

Source Method Event Type Framework

ACE event
typology full-manual

1 type: Business
4 subtypes: Start-org, Merge-org, Declare bankruptcy
and End-org

The Stock Sonar project [12] semi-manual
8 types: Legal, Analyst Recommendation, Financial,
Stock Price Change, Deals, Mergers and Acquisitions,
Partnerships, Product and Employment

BEECON [18] semi-manual

11 types: Analyst Event, Bankruptcy, Company Basic
Information Change, Company Collaboration,
Company Growth, Product Event, etc.
41 subtypes: reorganizations and changes in
employment, company changing its stock listing,
name or accounting procedures, debt financing, etc.

He [13] semi-manual

3 types: Financial Policy Events, Monetary Policy
Events and Market Rule Adjustment
multiple subtypes: tax rate adjustment, deposit and
loan interest rate adjustment, national debt
adjustment, etc.

Wang [14] semi-manual

2 types: Macro-Events, Individual Stock Event
6 subtypes: policy events, social emergencies, mergers
and acquisitions, profitability, personnel changes
and refinancing

Chen [15] full-manual

8 types: Major contracts, Raw Materials, Major
Conferences, Company Financial Statements, Major
Policies, Mergers and Acquisitions, Personnel Changes
and Additional Allotments

Han et al. [16] full-manual

8 types: Product Transformation, Equity Change,
Share Price Movement, Personnel Changes, Financial
Status, etc.
16 subtypes: win bidding, shareholding increase, stock
suspension, profit, debt, etc.

Zhang [19] full-manual

12 types: Major Events, Major Risks, Shareholding
Changes, Capital Changes, Emergencies, Special
Treatment, etc.
30 subtypes: enterprise cooperation, product release,
senior management change, reorganization and
merger, government support, etc.

Boudoukh et al. [17] full-manual
18 types: Business Trend, Deal, Employment,
Financial, Mergers and Acquisitions, Earnings Factors,
Ratings, Legal, Product, Investment, etc.

Wu [20] semi-manual
13 types: Issuance, Dividend, Event Prompt, Pledge,
Performance Notice, Suspension and Resumption of
Trading, Fund-Raising, etc.

Zhou [21] full-manual

4 types: Share Change, Debt, Market Transaction,
Enterprise Change
34 subtypes: senior management change, performance
change, product release, related party transactions,
equity auction, debt overdue, etc.

From the classification results, the fine-grained event type framework built in this
paper finds some reasonable and valuable event types that have not been discussed yet.
An example is the violation of company policies and violation of the law discussed in the
previous section. Another interesting example is that we built an event called throughput,
which is usually issued by listed companies in the airline or port sector. According to our
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knowledge, this event type has not been discussed in existing studies, which only list a
related type called “performance change”. Technically, the throughput event is actually
a sub-type of the performance change. Performance change news is usually announced
on a quarterly, semi-annual and annual basis, and thus cannot reflect short-term changes.
Unlike listed companies in other sectors, throughput events usually involve the company’s
main business. For example, Air China’s (SH601111) passenger transport business achieved
a revenue of 58.317 billion yuan in 2021, accounting for 78.24% of the operation revenue;
CMB Shekou’s (SZ001872) port business accounted for 95.76% of its revenue in 2021.

Due to various limitations, the event type framework constructed in this paper cannot
be directly compared with those of other studies. However, through the analysis of the
results we did find some event types that have not been discussed in the existing literature,
and these types are effective and reasonable. Therefore, we can say that the event type
framework constructed by the method proposed in this paper enriches the existing research,
and thus it has certain value and significance.

5. Filtering of Event Types

In this section, we did not choose to conduct stock return prediction in the traditional
way since we think it is inappropriate to rely solely on stock announcement news. Instead,
based on the unilateral trading policy of the Chinese stock market, we filtered out some
event types that are not valuable to investors. Our approach is that after the announcement
news is released, we enter the market and sell at the highest price in the short term.
Although in real life, the possibility of selling at the highest price is very low, here we
are describing the best-case scenario. We believe that if in the ideal situation the return
obtained based on a certain event type is small or the probability is low, combined with the
unilateral trading policy, we think such an event type is not valuable to investors.

5.1. Return Calculation Method

If the official announcement time of the event is between the opening in the morning of
the day and the closing in the afternoon of the day, mark the day as t = 1. Otherwise, mark
the first trading day after the event as t = 1. We consider the best return and probability of
entering the market at t = 1 and selling stocks at t = 2 or t = 3. This paper selects three kinds
of entry prices: opening price, closing price and the highest price in the worst case, and
sells the stock at the highest price of the day at t = 2 or t = 3 to obtain the return. Although
the probability of selling at the highest price is small in reality, the purpose of this paper is
to provide a reference for investors according to historical data based on the probability of
obtaining the best return value. If the return value or proportion is low under the best-case
scenario, this indicates that making decisions based on this kind of news is risky and has
no investment value. The calculation of the best return obtained at three entry prices is
as follows:

DRETOH2 = (HiprT=2 − OpprT=1)/OpprT=1 (5)

DRETHH2 = (HiprT=2 − HiprT=1)/HiprT=1 (6)

DRETCH2 = (HiprT=2 − ClprT=1)/ClprT=1 (7)

DRETOH2 refers to the return from selling stocks at the highest price at t = 2 after
entering the market at t = 1; similarly, DRETOH3 is expressed as the return of entering the
market at t = 1 and selling stocks at the highest price at t = 3. DRETHH2 and DRETCH2
represent the best return when entering the market at the highest price and closing price of
the day at t = 1 and when selling stocks at the highest price at t = 2, respectively.

5.2. Investment Results

According to the 54 types of announcement events constructed in this paper, the
transaction data within the time span from March 2015 to December 2019 are selected. In
this period, by using the above return calculation method, the results of some types of
investment return are shown in Table 4.
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Table 4. Investment return for some event types.

Event Type Selling Time t

Purchase Price: Opening Price Purchase Price: Highest Price Purchase Price: Closing Price
Sample

SizesProbability of
Positive Return

Average
Return Variance Probability of

Positive Return
Average
Return Variance Probability of

Positive Return
Average
Return Variance

Capital increase
and share
expansion

2 69.4% 3.3% 0.4% 42.2% 0.3% 0.3% 78.2% 2.6% 0.2% 147

3 61.2% 3.2% 1.1% 42.2% 0.2% 0.9% 63.3% 2.5% 0.7% 147

The experimental results show that the best investment scheme for such events is to buy at the closing price and sell on the second day. It has a probability of 78.2% and can obtain a positive return
with an average of 2.6%.

Expiration

2 77.1% 3.1% 0.1% 62.9% 0.7% 0.1% 91.4% 2.5% 0.1% 35

3 91.4% 3.4% 0.1% 77.1% 1.0% 0.1% 91.4% 2.8% 0.1% 35

The experimental results show that the best investment scheme for such events is to buy at the opening price and sell on the third day, with a probability of 91.4% and a positive return with an
average of 3.4%; the second best investment scheme is to buy at the closing price and sell on the third day, with a probability of 91.4% and a positive return with an average of 2.8% or to sell on the

second day with a probability of 91.4% and a positive return with an average of 2.5%.

Restructuring

2 71.6% 1.0% 0.3% 33.8% −1.4% 0.2% 79.7% 0.8% 0.1% 74

3 58.1% −0.1% 0.6% 35.1% −2.5% 0.4% 51.4% −0.4% 0.3% 74

It can be seen from the experimental results that the positive average return of this kind of event sample is low. Therefore, such events have no investment value.

Throughput

2 68.8% 1.5% 0.1% 42.5% 0.1% 0.1% 83.8% 1.4% 0.0% 80

3 60.0% 1.5% 0.2% 42.5% 0.2% 0.2% 70.0% 1.4% 0.1% 80

The experimental results show that the best investment scheme for such events is to buy at the closing price and sell on the second day, with a probability of 83.8% and a positive return with an
average of 1.4%.

Conversion to
share capital

2 64.4% 2.3% 0.5% 42.5% 0.1% 0.4% 78.3% 2.9% 0.3% 811

3 59.4% 2.5% 1.0% 45.4% 0.3% 1.0% 67.2% 3.0% 0.8% 811

The experimental results show that the best investment scheme for such events is to buy at the closing price and sell on the second day. It has a probability of 78.3% and can obtain a positive return
with an average of 2.9%.

Winning the bid

2 66.7% 1.5% 0.2% 36.3% −0.5% 0.1% 79.6% 1.5% 0.1% 1990

3 59.6% 1.3% 0.4% 37.3% −0.7% 0.3% 64.2% 1.3% 0.3% 1990

The experimental results show that the best investment scheme for such events is to buy at the closing price and sell on the second day. It has a probability of 79.6% and can obtain a positive return
with an average of 1.5%.

Subsidy

2 73.8% 2.3% 0.2% 42.1% 0.2% 0.1% 82.2% 1.9% 0.1% 107

3 67.3% 2.3% 0.3% 40.2% 0.2% 0.2% 70.1% 2.0% 0.2% 107

The experimental results show that the best investment scheme for such events is to buy at the closing price and sell on the second day, with a probability of 82.2% and a positive return with an
average of 1.9%.
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Table 4. Cont.

Event Type Selling Time t

Purchase Price: Opening Price Purchase Price: Highest Price Purchase Price: Closing Price
Sample

SizesProbability of
Positive Return

Average
Return Variance Probability of

Positive Return
Average
Return Variance Probability of

Positive Return
Average
Return Variance

Acquisition

2 64.5% 2.3% 0.5% 42.0% 0.0% 0.4% 73.8% 2.3% 0.3% 3555

3 58.6% 2.3% 1.1% 42.0% 0.0% 1.0% 60.0% 2.3% 0.9% 3555

The experimental results show that the best investment scheme for such events is to buy at the closing price and sell on the second day, with a probability of 73.8% and a positive return with an
average of 2.3%.

Overweight

2 72.8% 3.2% 0.4% 43.1% 0.2% 0.2% 81.7% 2.6% 0.2% 3268

3 66.7% 3.3% 0.7% 43.5% 0.3% 0.5% 67.1% 2.7% 0.5% 3268

The experimental results show that the best investment scheme for such events is to buy at the closing price and sell on the second day, with a probability of 81.7% and a positive return with an
average of 2.6%.

Illegal

2 65.2% 1.5% 0.4% 35.0% −1.2% 0.2% 70.5% 0.8% 0.2% 397

3 60.5% 1.5% 0.8% 39.3% −1.2% 0.5% 63.2% 0.8% 0.5% 397

It can be seen from the experimental results that although the probability of obtaining a positive return is 70.5%, the average positive return is small. Therefore, on the whole, such events are not good
for investment.

Signing

2 65.7% 2.1% 0.3% 39.2% −0.2% 0.2% 77.4% 2.1% 0.1% 1809

3 58.5% 1.9% 0.6% 40.3% −0.5% 0.6% 64.0% 1.8% 0.5% 1809

The experimental results show that the best investment scheme for such events is to buy at the closing price and sell on the second day, with a probability of 77.4% and a positive return with an
average of 2.1%.

Stock incentive

2 72.1% 2.9% 0.3% 40.4% 0.0% 0.2% 81.9% 2.3% 0.1% 408

3 66.4% 2.8% 0.7% 42.9% −0.2% 0.5% 67.4% 2.1% 0.5% 408

The experimental results show that the best investment scheme for such events is to buy at the closing price and sell on the second day, with a probability of 81.9% and a positive return with an
average of 2.3% or buy at the opening price and sell on the second day, with a probability of 72.1% and a positive return with an average of 2.9%.
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Due to space limitations, we only list the results of several event types in Table 4. Eight
event types have low returns or probabilities, even under the best conditions. Among
these eight types of events, the event types with the smallest benefit value are “Illegal” and
“Restructuring” which only come with an average positive return of 0.8%. The remaining
events in the order of return from small to large are: “Expiration” (0.9%), “order to correct”
(1.0%), “Resignation” (1.1%), “Recall” (1.1%), “Freeze” (1.3%) and “Planning” (2.7%).

The event type with the smallest probability value is “Freeze” (68.8%). The remaining
events in the order of probability from small to large are: “Planning” (69%), “Illegal” (70.5%),
“Recall” (75%), “Resignation” (75.9%), “Expiration” (78%), “order to correct” (78.9%), and
“Restructuring” (79.7%).

6. Conclusions

Stock announcements contains much information about all aspects of a company,
which are important for investors and stock forecasting. It is difficult to determine the
event types from stock announcements. As there is no unified classification standard,
existing studies have constructed various event type frameworks based on domain experts’
experience, Clustering, ontology and other methods. Some studies have resulted in a
fine-grained classification framework. However, we believe that there is still room for
improvement on the basis of the existing research (e.g., the abovementioned violations
of laws and violations of company policy events). Based on different punishments and
expectations for investors, we think that it is more reasonable to classify events into different
types rather than into one type in the manner of the extant literature.

In order to obtain more detailed event types of stock announcement news, we proposed
a two-step method. First, all verbs extracted from the announcement news are used as
candidate event triggers. Due to the common expressions in Chinese announcement news,
if there is an event type, it usually has a conventional expression form. On the contrary, if a
candidate event trigger word (verb) does not suggest an event type, the expression of the
news containing the verb is chaotic. Therefore, we combine co-occurrence words with the
candidate event trigger words and express them in an ordered sequence of words. Then,
we use three proposed criteria to determine the final event types.

Based on real data on the Chinese stock market, we finally constructed 54 event types
from the announcement news. The verification results of the constructed event types
(p = 0.927, f = 0.946) show that it is reasonable and consistent with people’s cognition.
Further, we compare our work with other similar studies (summarized in Table 3). First
of all, most of the existing studies focus on the event types in the financial news, and
only regard the stock announcement news as part of this greater whole. Therefore, the
event type frameworks built are usually rough. Then, we compared our results with those
of [18,19,21], which also constructed fine-grained event types from stock announcement
news. The p value of our work is lower than those of [18] (0.95) and [21] (0.967) but
higher than that of [19] (0.673). The F value of our work is higher than those of [18] (0.79)
and [19] (0.6). From the results of the constructed event types, our method has found some
reasonable and valuable event types that have not been discussed yet. For example, an
event type named “throughput” is constructed in this paper. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first of its kind, and only one similar event type called “performance change”
can be found in the existing research. In the Chinese stock market, companies usually
release quarterly, semi-annual or annual performance change news, so this method cannot
reflect short-term changes. “Throughput” events are released by airline or port sector
stocks. Unlike in other stock sectors, a “throughput” event is usually the main business.
For example, CMB Shekou’s (SZ001872) port business accounted for 95.76% of its revenue
in 2021. “Throughput” events can reflect the short-term performance changes of these
companies and are valuable for investors.

In conclusion, our research on event extraction from stock announcements has enriched
the existing literature, so it is of value and significance.
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After constructing a fine-grained announcement news event type framework, we did
not choose to conduct stock prediction work in a traditional way since we believe that it is
inappropriate to consider announcements without other types of news, such as industry
news and macroeconomic news (as has been proven in the literature). Instead, based on the
unilateral trading policy of the Chinese stock market, we screen out some event types that
are not valuable to investors according to their performance under the best-case scenario.
We did not carry out a precise calculation here but consider the event performance under
special circumstances.
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